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BSC election results
By Hana Skoblow
STAFF WRITER

   “Who wants to be the club representative for BSC? Anyone? Anyone? Bueller?” 
That’s the response most clubs seem to receive. New BSC president Alondra 
Olvera ‘13 is trying to change that. “The main thing I want to try and do is get rid 
of the stigma around BSC. I feel that if there was more positive opinion around 
BSC !then" people who really want to join, like I did, would not be persuaded from 
it,” she said after her victory was announced on Monday, Nov. 28. She also plans to 
work with “closing the gap between the administration and students when it comes 
to communication,” and will hold o#ce hours so that she will stay informed on 
what is important to students. Even though Olvera just transferred to Beloit this 

semester, she has never missed a BSC meeting since she was elected secretary at 
the beginning of the semester.
   Olvera was particularly surprised by her win because she ran as a write$in 
candidate at the last minute. The race between her and runner$up candidate 
Xenofon Kontouris ’14 was close, with Emma Rogers ’14 coming in third place. 
Kontouris was very gracious about the result, saying, “All I have to say about the 
elections is that it was a fine run. I wish the best to the new president and the next 
executive board of BSC. I o%er my help to anyone that asks for it, although I do 
not plan to run again for BSC o#ce. I also owe a final thanks to the people that 
voted !for" and supported me.”  Rogers declined comment.
   Erik Binter’14 was elected vice president, Alessia Bilardello’13 was elected 
programming board director, and Sam Miller’13 was elected funding board director.

Alumna discusses HIV/AIDS
By Carolyn Stransky
STAFF WRITER

   Lesley J. Craig’07, U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services regional 
resource network programmer, gave a 
talk on Wednesday, Nov. 30, about HIV 
in the United States and the National 
HIV/AIDs Strategy &NHAS'.  
   Craig opened by describing how the 
U.S. is at “HIV at 30.” It has been 30 
years since the first diagnosed case of 
HIV was recorded in the U.S. Now, 
nearly 1.2 million people in the U.S. 
have HIV/AIDS, with an estimated 20 
percent living undiagnosed. 
   In the U.S., white men having sex 
with men were the subpopulation with 
the greatest number of new cases as of 
2009, followed by black men having sex 
with men. Despite this, the overall rate 
of HIV for blacks is eight times greater 
than that of whites. In Wisconsin 
alone, 73 percent of reported HIV cases 
involved men having sex with men, 43 
percent white and 42 percent black. 
   Craig shared the NHAS vision and a 
quote from President Barack Obama 
stating, “When one of our fellow 
citizens becomes infected every nine$
and$a$half minutes, the epidemic a%ects 
all Americans.” 
   There are three primary goals in the 
NHAS. The first is to reduce HIV 
incidences through outreach, education 
and expanded prevention ( focusing on 
reducing new infections by 25 percent, 

reducing transmission by 30 percent and 
increasing the percent of people living 
with HIV who know their status from 
79 to 90 percent. 
   The second goal is to increase 
access to care and optimize health 
outcomes. This can be accomplished by 
immediately linking patients to care, 
increasing the number and diversity of 
available care providers and providing 
comprehensive support, such as housing 
and case management. 
   The last goal, and in Craig’s opinion 
the hardest to accomplish, is to reduce 
HIV$related health disparities. This 
includes reducing HIV$related mortality, 
adopting community level approaches 
to reduce infections in high$risk areas, 
and reducing stigma and discrimination 
against people living with the disease. 
    Craig concluded her talk with the 
idea of prevention. As of now, only 
about four percent of the HIV/AIDS 
budget goes into prevention while the 
rest goes into care. “We are a very care$
oriented country, and we need to find 
a balance,” said Craig. She mentioned 
various prevention tools such as 
education, testing, condoms &as well as 
new research including pre$exposure 
prophylaxis &PrEP', microbicides in 
the form of vaginal gel' and the idea of 
treatment as prevention.
   Those interested in getting involved 
are encouraged to visit www.AIDS.gov.

By Hana Skoblow
STAFF WRITER

  (After years of anticipation 
from dedicated fans, “Arrested 
Development” will finally return 
for a final season followed by a 
movie. “Arrested” will be available 
exclusively to U.S. users on Netflix 
Instant. Episodes will be available 
in early 2013, provided that the 
lead actors finalize their contracts. 
Jason Bateman, who played Michael 
Bluth, tweeted that he will definitely 
be returning to his khaki$wearing 
role, but the decisions of the rest of 
the actors are still up in the air. If 
“Arrested” succeeds as before, Netflix 
may gain back the support of web 
users it has been losing recently.
 (Secretary of State Hilary Clinton 
travelled to Burma to meet with the 
country’s new president Thein Sein 
on Wednesday, Nov. 30. This meeting 
marks the first time a U.S. politician 
of Clinton’s rank has visited since 
1962. For decades, Burma was 
mostly isolated and controlled by a 

military regime, but the new pro$
democratic government, though 
still militarily backed, has been 
taking steps towards reform. 
Clinton announced that she is 
hopeful the nation will make 
progress.
(The world’s first sex school is now 
open in Vienna and promises that 
by graduation, its students will be 

better lovers. Students over 16 will 
learn hands$on techniques of “sexual 
positions, caressing techniques, !and" 
anatomical features” as well as “history 
and modern sexual theory.” Students 
will live in co$ed dormitories and be 
expected to complete homework 
assignments there. The Austrian 
International School of Sex is now 
accepting applications for Spring 
2012.
(Tired of the road to a vaccine 
against HIV/AIDS, some researchers 
are saying that protection from 
the autoimmune virus may lie 
in gene therapy. Gene therapy is 
an extreme method ( antibody 
DNA is injected permanently into 
the genome, causing the muscle 
cells to manufacture the antibody 
themselves ( but David Baltimore, 
an HIV researcher and virologist 
says, “there’s no alternative.” Early 
tests performed on mice showed a 
100 percent protection rate, though 
humans and mice don’t always give 
the same results.

 
Sources: Nerve, Gawker, BBC, Nature
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By Carolyn Stransky
STAFF WRITER

   Residential Life and business were 
the focus of the Beloit Student 

Congress meeting on Monday, Nov. 
28. The meeting commenced with a student forum hosted 

by ResLife Committee Chair Ben Schecter’11 on the e!ects 
of the ResLife Committee on students and student life. 

   “"ResLife Committee# has anything and everything to do with how you live and 
what you do,” said Schecter. The committee oversees general on$campus housing 
and special interest housing and Greek organizations % ensuring that these groups 
are benefiting the community with their house. 
   So far this year, the committee has determined that there’s a greater need for 
security when walking to the Hendricks Center, assigned the second floor of 815 
as gender$neutral housing, and have done housing reviews. They are now looking 
into vandalism and alcohol consumption on campus, especially noting whether the 
alcohol philosophy has a positive e!ect. 

   ResLife Committee meets on Wednesdays in Mathers A/B at 7 p.m. Schecter 
encourages all those interested to come share ideas, especially those living in 
standard residential halls. 
   After a short break, the meeting continued with the pitches from the approved 
Buncha$K proposals. 
   Girls and Women in Science asked for &1,025 to provide meals to their volunteers 
and buy t$shirts for their spring conference hosted here at Beloit. 
   WBCR asked for &2,475 for a device that would stream the radio feed both online 
and over air, also covering the initial startup fee and a one$year subscription. 
   Interfaith House asked for &330 to purchase new books for their house library.
   Java Joint asked for &700 for the purchasing, shipping and screen$printing of 
reusable plates and mugs to be used in the shop. 
   Ballroom Dance Club asked for &1,540 to continue their repair of the basement 
of Eaton Chapel, hoping to add mirrors into this new space that could be used by 
anyone. 
   Voting on this package and discussion of what to do with the other &14,000 
Buncha$K has to o!er will take place at the next meeting on Monday, Dec. 5. 

By Henry Greenfield
STAFF WRITER

   Early in the morning on Nov. 
30, LAPD dismantled Occupy 
Los Angeles camps, arresting 
over 300 protesters.  Similar raids 
have occurred in Philadelphia, 
Oakland, Portland and New 
York City.  In each city, o'cials 
condemned the camps because 
they considered them dangerous 
to protesters and people in 
the vicinity.  Other cities have 
allowed Occupy protesters to 
keep their camps; Boston and 
Washington D.C. are the largest.
   In New York City, Occupy Wall 
Street protesters were cleared 
from Zuccotti Park at 1 a.m. on 
Nov. 15.  Since then, protesters 
have been allowed to gather at 
the park but they are not allowed 
to set up camps.
   Although protesters are no 
longer able to sleep at the park, 
Occupy Wall Street is still 
active.  On Nov. 17, an estimated 
30,000 protesters participated 

in marches across lower 
Manhattan.

   The Occupy movement has 
also spread to college campuses 
across the country where 
there is widespread frustration 
over tuition increases.  These 
protests have occasionally led 
to confrontations with campus 
security.  
   On Nov. 18 at UC$Davis, 
a campus police o'cer was 
recorded spraying non$violent 
student protesters with pepper 
spray.  UC$Davis administrators 
have apologized for the incident, 
stating that the o'cer acted 
against school policy. 
   In New York City on Nov. 21, 
CUNY$Baruch students gathered 
outside a board of trustees 
meeting.  Inside, trustees debated 
whether or not to increase the 
annual tuition by &300.  When 
students disobeyed campus 
security’s order to disperse, 
o'cers charged the protesters, 
arresting 15 students.  The board 
of trustees later voted in favor of 
the tuition increase 15$1. 
   Both the UC$Davis and 
CUNY$Baruch incidents can be 
viewed on YouTube.

An Occupy update

BSC Report:  Buncha-K time

By India John
EDITOR$IN$CHIEF   

   Music Club frequently hosts small house 
shows for both campus bands and touring 
musicians. All shows are free, and o!er op$
portunities not just for students to hear mu$
sic from a variety of genres, but for also for 
artists to get their name out. Music House 
serves as a venue for bands to play during 
the week when C$Haus is unavailable.
   According to policy, however, a registered 
social event cannot occur Sunday through 
Tuesday, leaving only later weekdays and the 
weekend available, when C$Haus is open. 
For Music House resident Spencer Bible’12, 
the policy severely restricts Music Club’s 
opportunities.
   “It’s an insult to the services we provide,” 
Bible says. “We feel that it’s the goal and 
task of Music House to provide music to 
campus.”
   Though the ability to register social 
events during the weekend is an option for 
the club, they would be competing with C$
Haus, a prospect that Bible doesn’t relish. 
   “What’s the point? We want people to 
be able to listen to good music, and we 
want bands to be heard. We shouldn’t make 
bands compete with one another.”
   Associate Dean of Students and Director 
of Residential Life John Winkelmann sees 
the restriction on weekday registration as a 
tribute to the academics at Beloit College. 

“Professors ask that there be nights with no 
events so students can focus on homework. 
For me it’s showing support for the aca$
demic portion of the system.”
   In addition to the restriction on the 
number of days for which social events can 
be registered, Music Club members ques$
tion the distinction between club and social 
event. The Student Regulations and College 
Policies 2011$2012 Handbook states that 
“Planned parties, private parties, or social 
gatherings must be registered if they have 
the potential to impact the community.” 
   “It’s unfair to hold us to di!erent stan$
dards than other clubs,” says Shane Don$
nelly’12, an avid Music Club participant and 
Music House resident. “Any other club is 
allowed to have meetings during the week 
and do whatever they do, but we can’t be$
cause what we do is music. How else are we 
supposed to fulfill our goals to bring music 
and music education to campus?” asks Don$
nelly. 
   Winklemann suggests that co$sponsorship 
with the music department and hosting 
events at the Hendricks Center can be an 
academic alternative to house shows. 
   Music House residents, however, simply 
wish to share their space with people who 
are willing to share their music.
   “These guys are touring on donations, 
but they still come and play free shows and 
share their work,” says Bible. “That’s awe$
some. That’s so awesome!”

Music House weekday woes
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By Ben Siebert
STAFF WRITER

   Sometimes I think I miss the point of holidays. One 
thing I was thankful for over my Thanksgiving break was 
that after a 149!day lockout, the NBA players union and 
owners finally came to terms and agreed to begin a 66 
game season on Christmas day. As someone who watched 
probably 90" of televised NBA games last season, this 
is the best Christmas present I could receive, #especially 
because I spend Christmas day with the boring side of 
the family.$
   No matter how avid a basketball fan you are, no sports 
fan enjoys watching rich players bicker with even richer 
owners who profit o% of the talent of said professional 
athletes. So let’s skip the details of the agreement and 
get straight to some speculations and storylines on the 
upcoming season. 
   Only a few days after the announcement of the agreement, 
trade rumors began to swirl. Apparently Danny Ainge 
said that the Celtics would consider dealing point guard 
Rajon Rondo, but hypotheticals are often taken out of 
context by ESPN just to formulate a storyline and cause a 
stir. If the Celtics were o%ered Michael Jordan from 1996 
for Rondo, obviously Ainge would have to consider, but 
there’s no chance Rondo’s getting traded. Even if it’s just 
for the fact if the Celtics got someone older than Rondo 
in return, the average age of the C’s would qualify them 
for free rice pudding or jell!o with their meatloaf dinner 
at the early bird special. 

   There are a number of free!agent big men that could 
have an impact on potential contenders. The Grizzlies 
had a good thing going in the playo%s last year upsetting 
the Spurs in the first round of the playo%s #See: NBA 
playo% preview from the April 2011 Round Table. I picked 
the upset$. So Marc Gasol is likely to stay put. That may 
not be the case for the NBA champion Mavericks’ Tyson 
Chandler, or Hornets All!Star forward David West. Even 
Nene will probably end up leaving Denver for a higher 
bidder. Jason Richardson is another veteran who I’d love 
to see join a contender like the Bulls or Celtics. He could 
provide the bench spark a team needs for a deep playo% 
push. 
   Finally, I will address the Chicago Bulls. Losing to 
Miami in the Eastern Conference Finals proved to even 
the most die!hard Bulls fans that their team was missing 
something. Their team defense was and still will be 
amazing, but as it stands now, LeBron James will always 
be five inches taller than Derrick Rose, and will always 
be able to shut him, and therefore the Bulls, down in the 
playo%s. That is unless the Bulls add another consistent 
scorer to their roster. Caron Butler could fit in, but given 
his history of injuries the Bulls will be cautious. 
   The team I’m looking forward to watching the most 
is the Oklahoma City Thunder. Kevin Durant is at star!
level and going higher. He didn’t disappoint during the 
lockout either, dropping 66 points in a game at Rucker 
Park. If Russell Westbrook continues to learn how to 
be a good point guard and have patience on o%ense, the 
Thunder have a shot to make the NBA Finals.

What do the NBA and the McRib have in common?

By Carolyn Stransky
STAFF WRITER

   Recently, the Commission on Space Use Planning #CSUP$ and the O&ce of 
Communications and Marketing has been looking into what facilities may need to be 
changed or reestablished. One main concern is the Field House. 
   “The president has said when asked about what are some physical things we are 
aware of, I think it’s fair to say, the Field House is a concern,” said Jason Hughes, 
Director of Communications and Marketing. “On top of that, one of the other things 
we’re looking at is Pearsons, and how it functions as a student center. CSUP is asking 
that question. Are these facilities meeting our needs.” 
   When asked about options and the Field House situation, the college sees a potential 
need for a student activity center. “In di%erent places, such as conversations with the 
president, we have raised the possibility of using the vacant building across the river. 
We have asked the questions, is this a space we could utilize, is it doable and adequate 
for what we need,” said Hughes. “Knowing what we know about the Field House, 
there are a variety of places we could consider as a site for a student activity center. 
It’s just so early at this point.” 
   Although Pearsons does serve as a student union, a need is expressed for an indoor  

recreational space as well. Across the river, there is a great, empty building. Although 
it has been there for over a century, it was decommissioned just a few years ago ' and 
it is now raising discussions of some changes on campus. 
   “It’s on our ‘wish list’ to have a student activity center. Is that vacant building 
sitting on the river enticing? Absolutely, but we’re looking toward the months ahead 
to begin this process and having CSUP and others looking into the possibilities,” said 
Hughes. 
   With larger!scale projects like this, Beloit is unique in its approach. Funding comes 
primarily through donations, especially from alumni. “When we get into something 
like this, by and large the next step is to see which of these plans are fundable through 
gifts. As an institution, what we have to avoid is doing a large scale project that 
doesn’t resonate with our donors,” said Hughes. “We don’t just save up money and go 
buy things. We’re looking for a project that makes sense to donors and makes sense 
for the campus. It has to do both.”
   More conclusions on this topic, including the question of whether or not the college 
will have a model developed for this and the necessary donor funding, will commence 
at the beginning of next semester.

Field House of dreams: if you build it, they will come

Derrick Rose and other NBA superstars can finally 
quit their day jobs now that the NBA is back in action. 
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By Tana Goar
CONTRIBUTOR

   Do you recycle correctly after your lunch in 
Pearsons? From what we’ve seen lately, probably not!
   You should ONLY be recycling bottles, papers, cans, 
yogurt cups !rinsed, if you get a chance", glass bottles 
and cardboard.
   If you recycle all of these things, thank you for 
contributing to a better planet. But we need to clean 
up our act !pun entirely intended" when it comes to 
trashing our recycling bins.
   # Do NOT recycle plates or utensils. These may look 
recyclable, but they are actually compostable; they will 
eventually dissolve into nothing in the trash. Plates 
and utensils cannot be recycled because they have food 
on them. 
   # Do NOT recycle microwavable bowls from DKs. 
   # Do NOT recycle napkins, drink toppers, straws, 
food or liquids. We've had a huge problem with this 
lately. Your napkins are not recyclable. Put them in the 
trash. If there is still a lot of liquid left in your bottle, 
place it on top of a garbage can behind the trays and a 

worker will pour it out in the kitchen and recycle it. 
   # Do NOT recycle plastic wrap, tissues, wrappers, 
chip bags, gum or cups. Cups from DKs are not 
recyclable because they have wax on them. Cups for 
hot liquids are not recyclable because of the residue 
left on the cup. 
   You are losing your money if you are not recycling 
correctly; we pay an extra fee to be able to toss all of 
our recycling into one convenient bin. The college 

relies on everyone to recycle correctly. Recycling bins 
with trash in them will not be sorted. Everything in that 
bin will be thrown away in the trash. Physical Plant 
does not have the resources to sort the recycling bins, 
so this means that we need to take responsibility for 
sorting our own recycling.
   If your friends put their napkins in the recycling 
bins, call them out on it. If you drop a microwaveable 
bowl in recycling, pick it up and put it in the trash. If 
you see utensils, cups or plastic wrap in the recycling, 
take a second and sort them into the trash. Correctly 
utilize the recycling opportunities provided on this 
campus; we’re already paying extra to make this as easy 
as possible. Recycling is a painless way for everyone to 
stretch those activism muscles and work on a better 
future for our planet. Clean it up. Do it right!

Phyllis Jensen, Manager of Retail Operations & Catering, 
also helped contribute to this article. She can answer any 
questions you may have about the recycling guidelines. Visit 
her o!ce at DK’s.

By Elena Iakovleva, Hannah Ireland, 
Kelsey Rettke and Maarja Roon
CONTRIBUTORS FROM JOURNALISM 125

   Teen pregnancy is a problem in the United States. Out of 17 countries polled in 
2008, the U.S. had the highest amount of teen births per 1000 girls aged 15#19. 
That is nearly twice as many as the U.K. !next in line" and nearly ten times as many 
as Switzerland.
   Wisconsin has the second lowest number of teen pregnancies in the Midwest 
and eleven less pregnancies per thousand girls aged 15#19 than the U.S. average. 
This may be partly because Wisconsin state law mandates that school districts 
have two options: no sexual education or a comprehensive program that cannot be 
limited to abstinence#only.
   Studies show that comprehensive sexual education significantly reduces STIs and 
pregnancies among teens. In addition, abstinence#only and/or no sexual education 
does not prevent teens from engaging in sex and creates more of a risk that they 
will have unprotected sex.
   Comprehensive approaches to sexual education help young people both 
withstand the pressures to have sex too early and to have healthy, responsible and 
mutually protective relationships when they do become sexually active. There is 
no evidence that abstinence#only education delays teen sexual activity. According 
to Guttmacher Institute, a non#profit organization advancing sexual health, two#
thirds of comprehensive programs that support both abstinence and the use of 
contraceptives had positive behavioral e$ects. Many programs delayed or reduced 
sexual activity, sexual partners or increased the use of contraceptives.    

   However, Beloit Memorial High School !BMHS" does not teach students about 
healthy relationships, contraceptives or even the abstinence#only mentality. BMHS 
merely informs students of what STIs look like and how to treat them, not how to 
prevent them. Since the school district does not have a sex#ed curriculum, teachers 
only have the school board’s directives to guide them. The school board has 
even banned the use of some words such as “reproduction,” and the teachers feel 
uncertain of how they should teach the subject.
   In terms of teen pregnancies, Beloit stands out. In 2009 Beloit had the second 
highest teenage pregnancy rate in Wisconsin after Milwaukee. According to the 
Rock County Health Department 94 of the total 595 births in Beloit in 2008 
were to teenage mothers. Despite representing only 23 percent of Rock County’s 
population, Beloit accounted for 44 percent of reported STI cases in 2009.
   Teen pregnancies are not healthy for youth. Teen parents are more likely to 
smoke during pregnancy % a leading factor in Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 
!SIDS". Babies born to teen mothers are at a higher risk of being unhealthy or 
dying. More than one quarter of teen pregnancies end in abortion. 
    By denying students sexual education, we are creating a burden for the United 
States as a whole. According to the Guttmacher Institute, teen mothers are more 
likely to drop out of high school and 75 percent of all unmarried teen mothers go 
on welfare within five years of the birth of their first child.
   The Beloit School District has acknowledged this problem and is trying to 
come up with a Human Growth and Development, or sex education, curriculum. 
The aforementioned statistics show that if the School District of Beloit does 
implement such a program Beloit teens will be less likely to engage in high risk sex, 
contract an STI, become a teen parent or seek an abortion.

Pearsons recycling intervention

Abstinence only education?

Circle the items that do not belong.
PHOTO BY TANA GOAR
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By Elizabeth Crea
FEATURES EDITOR

   On Friday, Dec. 9 at 11:30 a.m., a giant heart will be installed in downtown Beloit 
at the intersection of State and E. Grand Street. This project, Spread the Red, will 
not only be an artistic feat, it will also benefit members of the Beloit community 
after its completion. It will be made entirely out of warm, red!spectrum clothing 
which will then be donated to local organizations.
   After weeks of gathering sweaters, scarves, socks, hats, gloves, blankets, etc. in 
various shades of red, violet and pink, Spread the Red volunteers will build the 
heart to convey the message of warmth and community during the holiday season. 
Becky Mo"ett, museum assistant at the Wright Museum of Art, is a volunteer who 
is excited about the final outcome of the project. “It’s all about fun,” she says. “The 
heart will be simple, and it’ll eventually grow bigger and bigger with more donations 
in the ‘heart’ of Beloit.”
   The whole installation will be quick, lasting about half an hour. It will be 
videotaped, sped up through editing and posted online so viewers can watch the 
building process. Afterwards, all of the items from the installation will be donated 
to the Beloit Domestic Violence Center, Caritas, Hands of Faith and Merill 
Community Center.
   Beloit is not the first town to complete this project. ColorCorps, a non!profit 
organization created in 2011, paints di"erent communities across the nation in 

di"erent colors to portray positive messages of hope. They call the movement 
“optical optimism.” Other cities that have spread the red include Atlanta, Chicago, 
New York and San Francisco. In fact, on the ColorCorps website, a map is dotted 
with participating cities in the US, and there is a tiny heart right over Beloit.
   Our Beloit connection to ColorCorps is Anne Goodwin, a Beloit resident who, 
according to Mo"ett, “is always looking for fun and creative things to do” around 
town. Beloiters, Danica Slavish ‘12 and Brittany Leonard ‘13 are also advertising 
Spread the Red and collecting donations through the Campus and Community 
Outreach Center.    
   All of campus is invited to attend this event, and Beloit students can help the 
cause in two ways: donations and participation. “Please look around campus for 
the Spread the Red labeled cardboard boxes to donate your red clothing, bedding 
and accessories,” Slavish says. Donation boxes have been set up at the Center for 
the Sciences, Godfrey, World A"airs Center, the library, the mail center and DK's. 
There are also boxes located o" campus at Bushel and Peck’s, Beloit Public Library 
and The Villager. Please be sure to donate new or gently used warm items in all 
shades of red by Tuesday,  Dec. 6 before the sorting process begins. Students can 
also volunteer to help install the heart downtown. Slavish and Leonard are looking 
to recruit students to help set up the tarp beforehand, then the actual installation. 
If interested, you may contact the CCOC at ccoc@beloit.edu to sign up.

   For more information about ColorCorps, visit www.projectcolorcorps.org.

Spread the Red – Beloit

By Shane P. Donnelly
STAFF WRITER 

    A number of student!run projects have 
sprung up on campus recently, through 
entrepreneurship classes, the Center for 
Entrepreneurship in Liberal Education in 
Beloit #CELEB$ located downtown just 
above Gallery ABBA,and the pure incentive 
to make an extra buck. A few weeks ago 
Ben Siebert ‘12 and Aman Bharti ‘12 started 
BAM Sass Daddy, a Sunday night sandwich 
and soup delivery service operated out of 
their o"!campus house. Inspired by his previous restaurant experience, Siebert 
wanted to o"er Beloit students a new and local option on Sunday nights besides 
Palermo’s or Jimmy John’s. He and his housemate Bharti, using what he learned in 
an entrepreneurship class, teamed up with Executive Sous Chef Nathaniel Fann ‘12 
to open BAM Sass Daddy to the public. With their third week of business coming 
up, the experience has been positive, but challenging.
    “The first week was a big learning experience. We weren’t sure how people would 
respond, and some orders got delayed as we tried to keep up with the rush,” says 
Siebert. After selling 32 sandwiches the first week, their orders more than doubled 
the second week. “We definitely couldn’t have done it without Nate. Ben and I 
thought we could do it between the two of us, but we quickly learned we had to 
expand,” explained Bharti. They have seven people working this Sunday, and have 

prepared for 100 orders, hoping to prevent 
delays.“We’re relying on student feedback 
to see what works and what doesn’t. We’re 
hoping to start next semester o" with a 
bang and introduce an expanded menu with 
rotating specials,” says Siebert. They deliver 
all over campus, including the Hendricks 
Center and o"!campus houses and are 
looking into working with Co"ee on College 
in the near future. “Like us on Facebook! 
The more feedback the better,” Siebert 
concludes.
    Their housemates, Kei Ishii ‘12 and Neal 

Conway ‘12, are also entrepreneurs. Together they started Forever Fish, a fish rental 
business with assistance from CELEB. After making an initial investment used 
to purchase cheap tanks o" of Craigslist, they acquired an o%ce in CELEB and 
started breeding their own fish. The business is aimed at special interest houses and 
Greek houses, where students can pool together money. Students sign a semester!
long contract with Forever Fish, who takes care of all maintenance and fish care & 
all students have to do is remember to feed them. “We’ve only had three customers 
so far & French/Slow Food House, Aman, and Chinese professor Daniel Youd, who 
has one in his o%ce. It’s not as many customers as we’d like, but our costs are low 
and, we’ve made money,” explains Ishii. Starting with 20 fish of various species, 
they’ve crossbred numerous species and are currently working on breeding a blue 
and yellow “Beloit College” fish. 

Students use entrepreneurship skills to start businesses

IMAGE BY LIZ FREEMAN
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1. Can you hold on, I need to poop…Commons 
was rough.
2. Wait, were you in my FYI?
3. Sorry there’s a little frostbite on it…I went on 
a bell run last night.
4. Oh, just to warn you…sometimes I yell TRON 
when I come. 

5. Have you done that Tom McBride paper yet?
6. Let’s take this to the spirituality room.
7. Do you want to order Palermo’s now so it’s here by the time we’re 

done?

By Kate Finman
CONTRIBUTOR

   The NCAA has given a grant to Beloit to promote drug and 
alcohol education. While I applaud its provision, I must say I’m 
disappointed with the methods I’ve seen employed thus far. 
   When I first saw the “12 Excuses to Turn Down a Drink” 
poster, I immediately grabbed it to show my friends. It was so 
absurd. It gave ideas like “I’m pregnant” and “I’m training for the 
Olympics.” It also said that if you simply don’t enjoy drinking 
you should probably use an excuse anyway. Why is “no thank 
you” not enough? Do we really have to encourage dishonesty? It 
makes it seems like it’s not acceptable to not want to drink. 
   I have been at Beloit for two and a half years now, and I have 
never been in a situation where “no thanks” or “I don’t drink” 
were insu!cient"and most of my friends do drink. It’s not 
like I’m never in social drinking situations. Every single one has 
accepted the fact that I don’t drink. Some of them have asked 
why out of a genuine curiosity and desire to know me as a person 
and friend, but never to criticize or apply pressure. 
   Instead of encouraging students to lie about themselves, I feel 
it would be more beneficial to talk with real students and have 
them share their reasons for not drinking. For me, I really do 
find my guides for life in the Bible. One of the apostles wrote “all 
things are permissible for me, but not all things are beneficial.” 
   To me, drinking isn’t beneficial, so it’s not something I engage 
in. Other students may have friends or family who have been 
hurt by alcohol in the past. Everyone has his or her own reasons, 
because we all come from di#erent places. By fostering a culture 
that requires an excuse, we give privilege to one lifestyle and 
patronize another.  Let’s give each other the space to be who we 
are. 

Seven things not to say before you get laid:
The 

Joy Of...
By Joy Belamarich

SEX COLUMNIST 

Joy takes on the man.
PHOTO BY Hannah Warren

Turning down a drink: it’s my choice

B.E.L.T.: Your classic BLT, thick-cut bacon, fresh 
lettuce and tomatoes, mayonnaise, and with a fried 
egg in-between!! Served on whole-grain bread $5. 
Add avocado $6*** Try it with a slice of cheddar 
cheese for 50 cents.
Best-o Pesto Sandwich: Grilled chicken breast, 
provolone, roasted red peppers, tomato, red on-
ions, and basil pesto on a Ciabatta bun, baked in 
the oven ‘til crispy $6. Substitute fried eggplant for 
chicken $7.
Long Island Lunch: This scrumptious sandwich 
was concocted on Long Island and made its way 
to Wisconsin for your enjoyment. Panko-battered 
fried pork and mozzarella topped with Aunt Mary’s 
homemade “award winning” guacamole on a wheat 
or potato bun $5. Make it even better with our good 
friend bacon $6.
California Grilled Cheese: A lighter delight, 
avocado and provolone cheese melted on whole-
grain or Italian panini bread $4. With turkey $5. 
Turkey and bacon make it $6***
Pesto Turkey Melt: Pesto mayonnaise, turkey, 
and mozzarella on Italian panini bread. $5 Add 
bacon $6
Tony Soprano: Classic Italiano. Delicious hand-

made meatballs in marinara sauce toasted on a 
hoagie bun with melted mozzarella $5 Vegetarian 
with sautéed eggplant, green peppers and onions 
$6
BBQ Bacon-Cheddar Toaster: Bacon, cheddar, 
BBQ sauce and sautéed onions on Texas Toast $5 
Add chicken $6
NEW!! Eggplant Parmesan: Fried eggplant, 
marinara, and mozzarella on a Ciabatta bun. $6.
Soups: Chorizo-black bean-corn-chili w/avocado 
and crema mexicana*** $4 
Grandma’s Veggie Chowder $3 
***add guacamole for $1 extra

Sunday 5-9 PM. Call 608-314-6608 to 
order

Free Delivery to BC students (Tip your 
delivery boy)

BTYB: Ben Siebert and Aman Bharti
Like Bam Sass Daddy on Facebook or 
follow us on Twitter for menu updates, 

pictures of delicious food and people, and 
funny ha-ha’s!

www.facebook.com/BamSassDaddy or @
BamSassDaddy



By Kelsey Rettke
STAFF WRITER

   For early!risers and people who want to get 
the most productivity out of their day, the 
workout room in the Sports Center opens 
way too late. Even by sleep!obsessed college 
students’ standards, 8 a.m. is simply too late to 
be able to work out before a morning class. 
   Director of Athletics and 
Recreation Peggy Carl 
says that, while there is 
some interest in the Sports 
Center opening earlier, 
there are just not enough 
students to justify opening 
the doors at an earlier 
hour. “While opening at 6 
a.m. would certainly be more 
beneficial to the students and 
sta" who wish to work out at 
that time, history has shown 
us that this number is indeed 
quite limited thus making opening 
at 6 a.m. not a cost e"ective 
choice. In fact, a couple of years 
ago we tried this on a Monday/
Wednesday/Friday basis and while some folks 
did show up to work out then, it was short!lived 
and only lasted a semester.” 
   A few people may argue that working out can 
be done in!between classes during the day. I find 
that, when I’m already in the routine of classes 
and my school day, I have no motivation to go 
work out in the middle of the day. Not only 
would you have to walk back to the residential 
side of campus, you would have to change 
clothes, get sweaty and take a shower, all in time 
for your next class. 
   Sure, the Sports Center keeps its doors 
open until 11 p.m. every night. If you like to 
have your day end#like me#with studying, 
doing homework, and going to club meetings, 
venturing outside in the dark and cold to 
workout is a not going to happen. This is also 
a problem for those who, like me, work nightly 
during the week. 
   The best, and most logical, time to work 
for this group then would be in the morning. 
Lawrence opens its fitness center at 6:45 a.m. 
on weekdays, closing at 11 p.m. Macalester also 
opens its doors at 6 a.m. on weekdays.
   Opening the Fitness Center earlier doesn’t 

require a student receptionist. Why not let our 
key cards do the work? We could swipe the card, 
the doors would open for us, and we would be 
able to go downstairs and use the exercise room. 
I don’t know about anyone else, but I don’t need 
supervision when I’m on the elliptical machines. 
Also, as Carl says, this would “decrease the 
number of non!Beloit users” trying to finagle 
their way into the Sports Center. 
   “Opening the building via student ID card 

access is definitely one way 
to increase accessibility. 

We would still likely 
turn the system ‘on’ or 
‘o" ’ on some kind of 

hourly basis, dependent 
on when we had students 

working however. We 
employ students to oversee 
the Fitness Center 
$and pool%, however as 

a safety precaution, not as 
an admission monitor, so the 
idea of the Fitness Center and/
or pool being available when 
students are not working 
would still not be feasible,” 

says Carl.
   But honestly, how many times have you seen 
a student monitor watching you in the Fitness 
Center? All the times I’ve been there I’ve never 
actually seen anyone keeping watch over me 
to make sure I don’t kill myself on one of the 
machines. The supervising angle seems moot. 
   I have found that getting up early not only 
allows more time in the day to get everything 
done, it creates mental confidence, a sense of 
accomplishment that allows you to go into the 
entire day with the attitude that, by 9 a.m., you 
have already accomplished so much. Therefore, 
you are able to be productive throughout 
the remainder of the day. It creates good 
organizational skills and responsibility. 
   The Sports Center should reconsider this 
proposal and open its doors for the Fitness 
Center at 6 a.m. instead of 8 a.m. Though it was 
tried in the past with few results, why not give 
the idea another go? 

The Round Table wants to know how you feel 
about this issue. If the Sports Center opened 

earlier, would you use it? Visit www.wordpress.
bcroundtable.com and take part in our poll! 
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Hats o! to Phil The Security 
Guard’s Mustache. Well done.

F*ck o! to Herman Cain for 
not knowing when to quit. 

Hats o! to Amy Briggs for 
her human sexuality lessons. 
Thanks for not skirting 
around the really important 
topics that rarely get 
addressed, particularly gender 
identity. 

F*ck o! to any freshman 
who complain about how 
much work they have to 
do before the end of the 
semester. You have no 
idea. $Okay, maybe this is 
motivated by jealousy.%

Hats o! to Beatrice 
McKenzie for her o"!campus 
learning experiences. Also, 
hats o" for having a masters 
in Economics and still being 
awesome. 

F*ck o! to snow for making 
people talk about the weather. 

Hats o! to Ben and Leslie 
for finally getting back 
together. The Round Table is 
so happy for you.

F*ck o! to liability.

Hats o! to big changes.

F*ck o! 

to Dollar 
Tree for 
tempting me with 
cheap, plastic Chinese goods.

Hats o! to cheap, plastic 
Chinese goods. 

F*ck o! to SWAG. 

Hats o! to December 
because now people won’t 
judge me $as much% for 
playing the Justin Bieber 
Christmas album. 

Hats o! to the library 
mirrors. Even though your 
florescent lights portray me 
for the zombie I truly am, 
you’re pretty figure!flattering. 

Hats o! to my roommates 
for learning how to do dishes. 

Hats o! to the inventor of 
the dog phone. 

F*ck o! to people who start 
their sentences with “that 
awkward moment when…” 
and to people who end their 
sentences with “right?”

Hats o! to Nickelback, way 
to make a comeback guys!

F*ck o! to finals 
oneupsmanship. 

The early bird gets the exercise
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By Bert Connelly
ART5 & ENTERTAINMENT 
EDITOR

   How was your thanksgiving 
break? Really? That’s f*cking 
interesting. 

B.o.B ! EPIC "Every Play Is 
Crucial# Mixtape
    The thing about B.o.B is that he 
is an awesome rapper whose debut 
album was not at all a reflection 
of his skills or the music he made 
up until that point. You probably 
remember his three popular, awful 
songs “Nothin’ on You,” “Airplanes,” 
and “Magic.” But listen to this 
mixtape for a better look at what 
Bobby Ray is really all about. He is 
a talented rapper and this tape has 
solid production and a bunch of guest 
contributions including Lil’ Wayne, 
T.I., Mos Def, Meek Mill, Big KRIT, 
Bun B, Eminem, 2 Chainz and more. 
Seriously, this is a good tape and B.o.B 
and T.I. are coming out with an album 
that you should keep your eyes peeled 
for. Also, this is 
super unrelated, 
but how funny 
would it be if 
there was a “Hey 
Arnold!” spin!
o" called “Yo, 
Gerald!” Think 
about it. 
Lupe Fiasco 
! Friend of 
the People 
Mixtape
    Is Lupe Fiasco 
still relevant? His 
first two albums were awesome in my 
opinion, but then he became preachy 
and obvious. On his last album he 
spouted a lot of faux!political verses 
and called Bill O’Reilly a racist, which 
isn’t exactly enlightening. This tape, 
which Lupe released on Thanksgiving 
Day, opens with a snippet from a speech 
by Howard Zinn and then enters a 

War of the Worlds!ish sketch about 
reprogramming robots or something. 
Lupe continues his stance against 
record labels, American foreign policy 
and other stu". To be honest, I really 
like this tape and it kind of made me 
reevaluate Lupe. You should check out 
“Joaquin Phoenix,” “SLR,” and “Life, 
Death & Love From San Francisco.” 

I just got really into this 
mixtape while writing this 
review. Kudos to Lupe 
for riding some dubstep 
beats and making them 
work. SPEAKING OF 
DUBSTEP…
Preview: Korn’s 
dubstep album ! The 
Path of Totality
    The prophecy has been 
fulfilled! Praise Yahweh 
and sacrifice your first 
born, the Korn dubstep 
album is #almost$ 

here. You, the reader, should know 
that neither ‘Korn’ nor ‘dubstep’ are 
recognized by Microsoft Word as real 
things, but thank G!d they are. All that 
has been released to the plebs thus far 
is a seven!minute album preview that 
plays roughly 45 seconds of every song. 
I’m going to break that down.
0:00!0:32 % Chaos Lives in Everything 

!Feat. Skrillex" % Scared! Just scared for 
30 straight seconds. Also, either I’m 
insane or he is singing about “What Not 
To Wear.”
0:33!1:07 ! Narcissistic Cannibal !Feat. 

Skrillex & Kill The Noise" !  Kinda feeling 
this song. It’s about how hard it is to 
get a date when you are a Narcissistic 
Cannibal, which isn’t super relatable, 
but they are having fun and so are we 
#the royal we$. 
1:08!2:05 ! Burn the Obedient % What 
Korn lacks in lyrical clarity, they more 
than make up for in song title concision. 
They just don’t want people to follow 
the leader, ya know? LoL at the Korn 
faithful.
2:06!2:45 ! Let’s Go % I think YouTube 
commentator takenlalo said it best 
when he wrote, “THIS IS NOT BAD 
OR UGLY, IT´S JUST DIFERENT, 
AND YES THIS_ IS A EFFECT 
OF DRUGS AND I HAVE A 
CUESTION...WHO LIKE DRUGS???? 
&&&&&&EVERYBODY!!!!!!!!”
2:46-3:20 - Get Up (Feat. Skrillex) – In 
this song, Korn educates the youth on 
the benefits of using words to solve your 
problems. The refrain (as in refrain from 
purchasing this album) goes,  “Shut 
the f*ck up. Get up.” And the music 
reminds you of a hundred million angry 
robotic cicadas that did a lot of meth and 
rented a Buick. And by that I mean it’s 
incomprehensible and I can’t even finish 
this video. Basically, Korn is still very 
much on the cutting edge of music that no 
one likes. 

“ . . . h o w  f u n n y  w o u l d 
i t  b e  i f  t h e r e  w a s  a 

“ H e y  A r n o l d ! ”  s p i n - o f f 
c a l l e d  “ Yo ,  G e r a l d ! ” 

T h i n k  a b o u t  i t . ”
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I f  I  o n l y  h a d
 a  b l o g

Sunday dinner 

specials every week! 

This week: Food. 

Bushel & Peck’s Local 

Market

Food You Love From People 

You Know!

bushel & pecks



By Steven Jackson
EDITOR IN CHIEF

 

   “The Last Days of Judas Iscariot,” a 
student!run theater production, opens 
this weekend at C!Haus. The two!act play 
is presented by the Beloit Independent 
Theater Experience "BITE#, a new theater 
club on campus this year.
    The play is BITE’s first production. “It’s 
our very first, pioneer, maiden voyage,” said 
Joey Long ‘12, who co!directs the play with 
Al Kemp ‘13. For a first production, “Last 
Days” is an ambitious choice. The cast is 18 
large, and the script has a running time of 
two and a half hours with intermission.
    BITE held auditions for the play in 
early October. They had 25 people show 
up for 18 openings, an unusually high 
turnout compared to departmental theater 
productions. “That was the first sign that 
this was really going to work,” said Long.
    “Last Days” was written by Stephen Adly Guirgis and first staged 
O$!Broadway under the direction of Philip Seymour Ho$man 
in 2005. It is a courtroom drama of sorts, set in purgatory. Jesus’ 
disciple Judas Iscariot is on trial, and his passage to heaven or hell 
depends on the verdict.
    Flashbacks to childhood memories and the events surrounding 
Jesus’ betrayal are intermixed with testimonies from a diverse crew 
of witnesses. Sigmund Freud, Pontius Pilate, Mother Teresa and 

Satan are among those called to the stand.
    The play is both a sharp satire ri%ng on 
religion, and a heavy drama dealing with 
themes of betrayal and redemption.  Like 
most courtroom stories, the play is driven 
by dialogue; there are long stretches with 
little action. But it never gets stagnant or 
boring, thanks to smart dialogue and sharp 
performances from the actors.
    A basement bar is an unusual place to 
stage a play, but it seems to be working. 
They’ve used the space well, incorporating 
the room’s layout and furniture into the 
stage direction. At one point there’s even 
an obligatory low ceiling slap, a la drunk 
dude at a Saturday night C!Haus show.
   “Last Days” is a bare!bones production 
in many ways. The costumes aren’t flashy, 
and the set and props are understated. 
This lets the audience direct its attention 
where it’s due: the play’s wit and range of 

emotion. In one scene, a streetwise gangster version of Pontius 
Pilate is waxing machismo and calling Jesus a “Motherf*cker that 
talks a lot of sh*t.” Not much later, we hear a sad old man’s ashamed 
and sincere confession to Judas of past infidelities.
    The players in BITE took a risk and aimed high with this 
production, and I’d say the result is right on point. See it at C!Haus 
at 8 p.m. this Friday or Saturday, or Wednesday, Dec. 14. BITE may 
schedule one or two additional showings, with exact times to be 
announced.
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   Several of the Round Table editors saw the Muppet 

movie. They also reviewed it. These are their stories.

Mark: In the words of Dan Bernstein, “If you’d like to 
spend two hours smiling, go see The Muppets.” This is a 
must!see for anyone who watched “Sesame Street,” “The 
Muppet Show,” any Muppet movies and for anyone who 
has a heart and working laugh muscles. “The Muppets” 
is a hysterical movie that never attempts to take itself 
seriously. The only problem I had with this movie is the 
inner struggle I am now facing regarding whether I am 
a Muppet of a man or a very manly Muppet. I’m leaning 
toward the latter, but who can be sure? The bottom line 
is, you need to go watch this movie so that I can talk to 
you about it. You certainly won’t regret it.

Bert: As a human being incapable of love, 
this movie was very taxing for me because it 
made me want to love so badly. And then, resist as I 

might, I took Lil’ Wayne’s advice and learned “How To 
Love.” I’ll stop. But seriously, see this movie as soon as 
possible. Everyone who isn’t a Muppet is hilarious and 
obviously Kermit and the gang are endearing as f*ck. If 
there was an original soundtrack available for purchase, 
I would totally purchase it. Oh there is? I never signed 
anything.

Jeremy: Miss Piggy makes a flashy comeback in the 
latest Muppet movie, standing out as Miranda Priestly 
from “The Devil Wears Prada” complete with Emily 
Blunt as her own personal, sassy secretary. She reprises 
her roles alongside Kermit and the rest of the Muppets. 
Kermit and Miss Piggy see each other years after 
breaking up, and Miss Piggy “has a new life,” one she 
created for herself. On top of that, she takes the reigns 
when Kermit gets discouraged about redoing their old 
show to save the Muppet Studios from being torn down. 
Luckily, Miss Piggy was there to save the day!

Steven: I was looking forward to “The Muppets” 
before I knew anything about it. Before I knew 
about its star!studded cast "puppets and otherwise#, 
before I was aware that the score was by Flight of the 
Conchords’ Bret Mackenzie, and before I realized the 
plot involved 1# an evil oil tycoon and 2# a race against 
time to save the Muppets legacy. In no way was I 
disappointed, but one thing left me a little confused. 
Who the f*ck was that giant blue guy? In several scenes, 
there’s a huge lumbering blue thing, kind of like a cross 
between Jabba the Hut and Big Bird&except that it’s 
like nothing you’ve ever seen. A little research solved 
the mystery of this puppet. His name is Thog, and 
he originally appeared in a 1970 Muppets Christmas 
special. Although his size is imposing, he has a “sweet 
and gentle disposition,” according to Muppet Wiki. His 
role in the new Muppets movie is his first appearance 
in over 30 years. 

How many editors does it take to review the Muppet movie?

Judas Iscariot: an advance review
“Yay Sex!” ! Katie Johnson

“Are you ready to reproduce?” 
! Alexis Grosofsky

“Smoke a rock of crack before 
lab.” ' Pat Polley

“The latest movie in the 
Breaking Dawn trilogy is out.” 
!Shawn Gillen

“You’re not unique, but you 
exist.” ' Ranjan Roy

“She looks like Yoda, like a chain 
smoking Yoda.” ' Matt Tedesco

“Who needs cheap labor when 
you have angels.” 
' Danny Noorlander

“What are those called? Those 
things that make you want to 
kiss people.” ' Cynthia McCown

“I’m having trouble getting it 
out, it’s like having a baby.” 
' Danny Noorlander

“My vote? Octopusses.” 
' Britt Sharringhausen

OOCPQ
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Coffee $1.25
Tea $1

Baked goods $0.50-$1.50

Open every Tuesday, Wednesday, & 
Thursday

From 8-11 pm in Slow Food/French 
House

Featuring: Bam Sassdaddy and 
Gringo Tacos

*Organic fair-trade products
*BYOMUG strongly encouraged

*Peace on Earth coffee by the lb. (a 
great gift!)

COFFEE

COLLEGE
ON

Minority Reportz

Java Joint  :  9:15  :  Thursday Dec. 8
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